
 

Teacher's Intrinsic Learning Inventory (TILI). 
1 .Motivation is an important component in Students' success.   
2 Most important role of teacher in classroom is to motivate the students. 
3 Motivation is more important than teaching method.  
4 We should muster a lots of motivation in classroom. 
5 Motivating is mostly the teacher's duty.  
6 Students do not need to muster motivation 
7 Students already possess the necessary motivation to learn 

8 
Before starting the teaching we should always inform the students that what rewards they 
would receive with best grades. 

9 Successful school should have a complete plan of appropriate awarding  
10 Awards are only one of the effective behavior reinforcements.  
11 It is better to appoint different awards based on the students' ranks  
12 In Successful schools the premier students granted award 
13 the Premier teams granted awards.In Successful schools 
14 To rise up the motivation, we should promote competition  
15 Competition in schools will make student ready for bigger competition in their life 
16 The most effective reinforcement is the morale to compete.       
17  In successful schools, the best students are announced to others 

18 
We should reinforce the students who have better performance with the words like good job, 
great, excellent, and so on 

19 
 Students like to learn therefore they don't need any reinforcements such as awards, 
competitions, or announcement. 

20 
Although the students possess the natural motivation to learn, we need to rise up this natural 
desire with reinforcements such as awards, competitions, and announcement.  

21 
.Students could not recognize their educational needs often, thus they do not  incline to learn 
without reinforcements by school and parents  

22 
Students do not know the facts of the society; therefore it would be the school that determines 
what is to be taught.  

23 Explaining why every subject should be learnt would lead to enough motivation to learn it. 

24 
Students incline to play more than everything thus without planning for their study they will 
not learn anything.  

25 Not guiding students to learn important thing will cause losing their opportunity  

26 
Teacher should make students to love her through being kind to them and use this affection to 
motivate them 

27 
We should put the rule: "student will lose his favorite teacher's affection in case he do not 
attend to his homework";  to motivate them to complete their homework. 

28 
We should use the fact that student will do his work with utmost effort to not hurt his favorite 
teacher to motivate them. 

29 
We can guarantee enough motivation with an appropriate plan of reinforcements including 
awards, competition, verbal reinforcements, and use of affection. 

30 We should try to reinforce either the bests or those have most achievements. 
31  Either Students individually or best groups should be rewarded 
32 We should looking forward till the student gain necessary motivation to learn 
33 We should not run any match which the bests would be rewarded. 

34 
We should remove any kind of rewards including voucher, sticker, trips, and so on no matter 
the rewards go to best individual or groups. 

35 
Repressing the educational syllables to students should attract them itself not the rewards and 
reinforcements 

36 It should be forbidden to announce the bests in schools. 

37 
Exams should be used only for the purpose of informing student and parents the status of the 
learning. 

 


